
German subsidiary of Dalian Huarui Heavy Industry Group Co., Ltd., a
leading Chinese company in the fields of gears, heavy machinery, and plant
construction. At our location in Bochum we are developing gearbox for wind
turbines in the multi-megawatt class, which are manufactured by the parent
company.

To expand our team we are looking for several

SENIOR GEARBOX DESIGN ENGINEER (M/F) –
WIND TURBINE GEARBOX

Responsibilities:

 Structural design of gearbox for large wind turbine
 Optimization of existing design, including load evaluation for upgrade application.
 Create and revise of drawing/specifications/calculation/testing documents for mechanical and

structural components of gearboxes
 Development of innovative concepts, especially with regard to manufacturability, modularization

and costs
 Qualification testing relative to equipment standards for structural, vibration and acoustics in

gearboxes
 Close cooperation with customers, suppliers and manufacturing on the production
 Investigate causes of functional failures, excessive vibration and mechanical problem solving

Requirements:

 Degree in Mechanical Engineering or similar
 At least 8 years of experience in the development of large gearboxes for wind turbines
 Deep understanding of wind turbine gearbox components and their calculation approaches
 Intimate experience with the use and application of relevant standards (e.g. IEC 61400-4, ISO

6336)
 Familiar with one or more of the calculation programs like KISSsoft, LVR, Romax, MASTA
 Good knowledge in design with 2D and 3D CAD software like AutoCAD and CATIA
 Knowledge/experience with FEA analysis (ANSYS)
 Good English skills in speech and writing
 Ability to work with global team members and willingness to travel internationally

You get the unique opportunity to prove yourself in a pioneering industry and corporate constellation,
and to take on more responsibility. Expect challenging tasks in a cooperative environment working in a
highly qualified and motivated multi-national team. We offer target oriented trainings and attractive
terms of a large-scale enterprise.

Are you interested and ready for a new challenge? We are looking forward to your application!

Please send your complete application documents - also stating your earliest possible starting date and
your salary expectations - preferably by e-mail to:

DHHI Germany GmbH
Managing Director
Wasserstraße 221
D 44799 Bochum
careers@dhhi.de


